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Abstract
We propose a new technique for computing dense scene flow
from two handheld videos with wide camera baselines and
different photometric properties due to different sensors or
camera settings like exposure and white balance. Our tech-
nique innovates in two ways over existing methods: (1) it
supports independently moving cameras, and (2) it computes
dense scene flow for wide-baseline scenarios. We achieve this
by combining state-of-the-art wide-baseline correspondence
finding with a variational scene flow formulation. First, we
compute dense, wide-baseline correspondences using DAISY
descriptors for matching between cameras and over time.
We then detect and replace occluded pixels in the corre-
spondence fields using a novel edge-preserving Laplacian
correspondence completion technique. We finally refine the
computed correspondence fields in a variational scene flow
formulation. We show dense scene flow results computed
from challenging datasets with independently moving, hand-
held cameras of varying camera settings.
1. Introduction
A variety of methods to reconstruct space-time coherent ge-
ometry of dynamic scenes from multiple video or depth cam-
eras have been proposed, such as performance capture meth-
ods in vision and graphics [29]. Many video-based methods
rely on a combination of correspondence finding between
camera views to capture shape, and temporal correspondence
finding to establish temporal coherence in reconstructions.
A deforming template model is often used to assist shape
and motion estimation. Most existing approaches are limited
to controlled indoor environments with rather dense static
camera setups and controlled backgrounds, or are limited
to reconstruction of a few dynamic foreground objects, and
thus cannot capture the entire scene [34]. In recent years,
the trend for dynamic scene reconstruction has been towards
increasingly unconstrained capturing of scenes from mul-
tiple videos. For instance, first template-based methods to
reconstruct humans or faces from stereo cameras with a
fixed baseline and in less controlled surroundings, including
outdoor scenes, were proposed [49, 56].
The widespread proliferation of mobile video cameras, par-
ticularly in mobile phones, has accelerated this trend and led
to an explosion of recorded video content, which could be
used for dynamic scene reconstruction and free-viewpoint
rendering, for instance of music or sports events filmed by
several spectators [2, 28]. However, videos recorded with
mobile cameras pose a new, generalised wide-baseline stereo
problem [32]. Correspondences have to be robust to both in-
dependent camera motion with wide geometric baselines, as
well as starkly differing image characteristics due to differ-
ent sensors and camera settings, such as exposure and white
balance (aka the ‘WGSBS’ problem [32]). Most existing
techniques assume static camera setups, and only few handle
moving stereo rigs with fixed baselines, even though videos
captured with independently moving handheld cameras of
potentially different type are now the norm in practice. In
addition to handling these independent cameras, approaches
shall also be able to reconstruct dense geometry in both space
and time, i.e. shape and motion of all objects in the scene,
not only foreground objects for which a template needs to be
created in a complex pre-processing step. They also need to
succeed with wide-baseline recordings and footage recorded
under other adverse effects such as changing lighting and fre-
quent occlusions. Empowering dynamic scene reconstruction
methods to handle such scenes requires algorithmic innova-
tion on several ends. In this paper, we take a step towards this
goal by proposing a new solution to dense correspondence
finding in more general settings.
Most dynamic scene reconstructions are based on the
estimation of the 3D scene motion over time, which is known
as scene flow, a term coined by Vedula et al. [50] in analogy
to the term ‘optical flow’ for the motion over time. Our goal
is to compute dense scene flow of general dynamic scenes
from two handheld videos of independently moving cameras
with wide baseline in terms of both camera geometry and
sensor characteristics. This is not supported by current scene
flow techniques: dense approaches generally rely on narrow
camera baselines [5, 21, 48], and wide-baseline approaches
are not dense as they use sparse scene representations such
as voxels or particles [10, 15, 50]. In addition, previous
techniques do not support different sensors and handheld
videos, as they assume constant camera calibration over time.
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We propose a technique that overcomes these limitations
by combining wide-baseline correspondence finding with
a dense, variational scene flow computation approach that
jointly estimates dense correspondence fields across camera
views and within camera views of two subsequent time steps,
even if sensor or image characteristics differ notably between
cameras. Our technical contributions are (1) a novel corre-
spondence finding technique that uses DAISY descriptors
[45] for wide-baseline matching in both space (between cam-
eras) and time (in the same camera view), and is optimised
using PatchMatch belief propagation (PMBP) [6], and (2)
an edge-preserving Laplacian correspondence completion
technique. We show dense scene flow results, alongside with
dense stereo geometry, computed from challenging indepen-
dently moving handheld video datasets with medium to wide
camera baselines, which we will make publicly available.
2. Related work
Scene flow describes the motion within a scene over time,
specifically the motion of every visible 3D point between two
time steps. Many techniques have been proposed to compute
the scene flow from two or more videos, including voxel col-
oring from dense in-studio camera setups [50], surfel track-
ing [10], and growing correspondence seeds [8]. Scene flow
was also computed as part of non-rigid scene registration [4],
and by means of particle-based estimation [15]. However, the
most common class of scene flow approaches are variational
methods [5, 12, 21, 23, 36, 43, 44, 48, 53], which provide
dense, continuous and strongly regularised solutions. Some
techniques enforce motion priors such as affine [60] or piece-
wise rigid motions [23, 30, 52], but these are violated by the
non-rigid scenes we are targeting with our approach. Many
recent techniques also build on RGB-D data obtained from
consumer depth sensors [12, 15, 19, 20, 23, 26, 37, 43, 58].
However, these approaches are limited to indoor use due to
the depth sensors, while we target general, unconstrained
outdoor settings with normal video cameras. Like most tech-
niques, we compute scene flow between exactly two time
steps; only few techniques enforce temporal consistency over
multiple time steps [22, 51]. We also assume synchronised
input videos, which can be achieved in hardware or software
[11, 14, 18, 31].
Even though some dense variational approaches are able
to handle moving cameras [48, 53], they assume a static
camera rig with a fairly narrow baseline (10–30 cm) and fail
with wider camera baselines or when cameras are moving
independently, as in our case. On the other hand, methods
that succeed on wider baselines only reconstruct sparse cor-
respondences. In contrast, our method captures dense scene
flow and stereo geometry also with wider baselines and in-
dependently moving cameras.
Scene flow estimation is also related to non-rigid struc-
ture from motion [1, 9, 13, 16, 35, 41, 57, 61], but these
approaches make strong prior assumptions about scene mo-
tion models and work best with small displacements between
video frames. Our work is also related to spatio-temporal
stereo matching, which has been demonstrated for static cam-
era setups and controlled scenes [24, 39, 59]. As stated in the
introduction, scene flow is an important ingredient for many
applications, including 3D motion understanding [30, 53],
facial performance capture [49, 56] and free-viewpoint video
[28]. This paper paves the way to lifting these applications
to the case of independent handheld video in general scenes.
Wide-baseline matching addresses the difficult task of
finding corresponding points in potentially very different
viewpoints. The most robust matching results have been
achieved using affinely invariant features [33, 47]. While
robust, these techniques are very sparse as they only produce
a few hundred correspondences per image pair. Follow-up
work hence explored densification using a multi-resolution
variational formulation [42] or match propagation [25]. To
avoid a separate densification step, the DAISY descriptor
[45] we use was specifically designed for dense wide-base-
line matching [46]. We thus use insights from the design
of DAISY and adapt it to the case of dense matching across
camera views and over time.
3. Method
Our approach computes a dense reconstruction of geometry
and scene flow from dynamic scenes casually captured with
two handheld video cameras, without imposing any specific
assumptions about the scene structure or camera motion.
Cameras can differ in make and sensor characteristics, and
our method is one of the first to tolerate notable appearance
differences between videos.
We distinguish three kinds of correspondences, which we
all call flows for simplicity: stereo flow is the correspondence
between images from different cameras at the same time,
optical flow is correspondence over time within a camera,
and scene flow describes the 3D motion over time. We use a
pipeline with four main stages:
1. synchronisation and calibration,
2. correspondence finding,
3. occlusion filling, and
4. scene flow computation.
We first synchronise the input videos and calibrate the cam-
eras, before we estimate bidirectional correspondences be-
tween pairs of images using the same novel technique for
both stereo flow (between cameras at the same time) and
optical flow (same camera over time). The stereo correspon-
dences are then postprocessed by invalidating and filling
occlusions using a novel edge-preserving scheme based on
local linear regression. We finally refine the computed corre-
spondence fields in a variational scene flow formulation.
Our DAISY+PMBP approach Without epipolar term Without PMBP
Stereo flow
Point cloud
Figure 1. Our DAISY+PMBP correspondences compared to leaving
out the epipolar term (wE =0) or PMBP (wp =0), which results in
missing parts like the deer’s head (centre) and incoherent geometry
(right), respectively.
Calibration We assume that our input videos have known,
fixed camera intrinsics, and are synchronised temporally,
which can be done automatically by video-based methods
[11, 14]. Similar to most approaches looking into wide-base-
line stereo reconstruction, we calibrate the moving cameras
extrinsically by undistorting all input video frames and then
estimating the camera geometry using structure-from-motion
techniques with fixed intrinsics [55, 63].
3.1. Correspondence finding with DAISY + PMBP
Our correspondence finding strategy is based on the DAISY
descriptor by Tola et al. [45]. In contrast to most other de-
scriptors, such as SIFT or SURF, which were designed for
describing sparse interest points [33, 47], DAISY was de-
signed for finding dense correspondences, specifically in
wide-baseline scenarios. The DAISY descriptor encodes local
appearance using image gradient histograms across different
gradient orientations. The gradients are computed at differ-
ent image scales for different points around the descriptor
location, depending on their distance to it. This results in a
flower-like arrangement – hence the name DAISY. However,
pixel-wise local matching can give rise to spatial incon-
sistencies. We propose a matching scheme that establishes
geometric and spatial coherence by introducing an epipolar
energy term and a global matching scheme (see Figure 1).
We use DAISY as the key ingredient in our matching cost
c(x,y) between image locations x and y in different images:
c(x,y) = cD(x,y) + cC(x,y) + cE(x,y), (1)
which combines the DAISY descriptor difference cD with a
colour consistency term cC, and an epipolar term cE (only
used for stereo flows). We next describe each of these terms,
and then discuss how we minimise the matching costs across
all pixels to compute correspondence fields.
The DAISY term measures the dissimilarity of local image
regions using the difference between the DAISY descriptors
D(I,x) computed at the two considered locations x and y
in images I1 and I2:
cD(x,y) = wD · ‖D(I1,x)−D(I2,y)‖22 , (2)
Left image Right image Point cloud
Stereo flow Occlusion mask Depth map
Figure 2. Two input frames from our handheld DEER dataset with
different exposure and white balance, which are captured about
65 cm apart with an angle of about 13 degrees between the optical
axes, and the resulting triangulated point cloud (top right). Below:
estimated stereo correspondences, occlusion mask and depth map.
where wD is the weight for this term. As suggested by the
authors of DAISY, we orient descriptors along the epipolar
lines when epipolar geometry is given. For example, the
descriptor at x is oriented along the epipolar line l=F>y.
We use the authors’ implementation of the descriptor (aka
‘libdaisy’), but to preserve more geometric details, we use a
smaller footprint of only two rings with a radius of 10 pixels
for stereo flow computation.
The colour consistency term cC helps to disambiguate im-
age regions with similar gradient distributions, for example
in areas of constant colour. In those regions, DAISY descrip-
tors are often similar, but the colour term penalises different
colours that would result in mismatches. We compute the
colour term using
cC(x,y) = wC · ‖AI1(x) + a− I2(y)‖2 , (3)
where wC is the colour term weight, and the 3×3 matrix
A and offset a apply an affine colour transformation that
adjusts the colours in image I1 to be closer to those in image
I2 (in RGB colour space). This compensates for differences
in exposure and white balance between the images (e.g. see
Figure 2). At first, we initialise A to the identity matrix and
a to the zero vector, but in later iterations, we estimate them
with a least-squares fit to the colours of corresponding pixels.
The epipolar term cE measures how well two image points
x and y satisfy the epipolar geometry defined by the funda-
mental matrixF. In stereo correspondence, this term helps to
constrain correspondences to lie close to each others’ epipo-
lar lines. This reduces the search space and mismatches.
We use the Sampson distance as described by Hartley and
Zisserman [17, Section 11.4.3]:
cE(x,y) =
wE · (y>Fx)2
(Fx)21 + (Fx)
2
2 + (F
>y)21 + (F>y)
2
2
, (4)
where wE is the weight for the epipolar term, and (Fx)2k
represents the square of the k-th entry of the vector Fx.
We want to minimise the matching cost in Equation 1
across all pixels in a locally smooth way. For this, we chose
a variant of PatchMatch [3], as its stochastic initialisation pro-
vides good initial correspondences even in challenging wide-
baseline cases. Smoothness of the correspondence field is
encouraged using the PatchMatch belief propagation (PMBP)
technique by Besse et al. [6], which introduces a pairwise
term p for regularisation into the energy formulation:
E =
∑
i
c(xi,yi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
unary terms
+
∑
i
∑
j∈N(i)
p(xi,yi,xj ,yj)︸ ︷︷ ︸
pairwise terms
, (5)
where N(i) represents the set of 4-neighbours of pixel i. We
use the truncated squared difference between flows as our
pairwise term to enforce smoothness:
p(x1,y1,x2,y2)=min
(
τp, wp ·‖(y1−x1)−(y2−x2)‖22
)
, (6)
using the threshold τp and weight wp. We use PMBP to com-
pute bidirectional correspondences between each pair of
images, so that we can easily check for their consistency in
subsequent computation steps.
We refine our correspondences over multiple passes in
which we estimate the affine colour transform [A a] after
each run of PMBP. We use the same settings for all sequences,
which illustrates the stability of our approach across differing
camera responses. We keep the parameters (wD, τp)= (1, 50)
constant for all passes, but vary the other parameters. For
stereo correspondence, we use four passes, each with two
iterations of PMBP. In the first pass, we use equal weights
wD =wC =wE =1, but set the colour weight wC to 10 after
estimating the colour transform in the first pass. We also
increase the pairwise weight wp across passes (using values
0.01, 0.02, 0.1, 1) to more strongly enforce smoothness as
matching progresses. This produces results such as shown in
Figure 2. For optical flow, we use only two passes, with 6 and
4 PMBP iterations respectively, with parameters (wD, wC, wE,
wp) = (1, 20, 0, 0.01). In the first pass, and for optical flow
only, we speed up computation using precomputed DAISY
descriptors for all pixels.
3.2. Laplacian occlusion filling
Pairwise correspondences are incorrect in areas of occlusion,
where a point is only visible in one view, but not the other. In
these cases, the correspondences computed in the previous
section are mismatches, which would negatively impact the
variational scene flow estimation in the next section. We
therefore invalidate and fill in occluded pixels in the stereo
flows. As wide-baseline views can cause large occlusion
regions, simple occlusion filling strategies, such as diffusion
or weighted median filtering, cannot handle them adequately.
We propose a new occlusion filling method based on the ob-
servation that flow values are linearly correlated with colour
intensities within a small window, which we exploit using lo-
cal linear regression. This gives more cues for the occlusion
filling than just using the surface. Figure 3 illustrates this:
Flow with occlusions Image Diffusion filling Our Laplacian filling
Figure 3. Our Laplacian occlusion filling preserves images edges
in the filled flow fields better than a simple diffusion fill. Data from
MPI-Sintel [7].
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Image (crop) Ground-truth flow Image GT flow Linear fit B / b =
Figure 4. Visualisation of the local linearity between 8-bit RGB
colours in a 21×21 window and the corresponding flow values
(Equation 7) for three examples: constant colour and flow (red, top),
constant flow despite textured patch (green, middle), and image
edges coinciding with flow discontinuities (blue, bottom). Error
measures are mean endpoint error (MEE) and average angular error
(AAE). Data from MPI-Sintel [7].
most edges are sharp in our filled flow field. However, note
that the flow is imperfect on the girl’s back due to the lack
of strong image edges in this area. In such cases, our filling
result degrades gracefully, and still is better than diffusion.
We begin by computing a binary occlusion mask from our
bidirectional stereo flows using the forward-backward check
with a threshold of 3 pixels. This mask, which can optionally
be cleaned using morphological closing, determines which
pixels are invalidated and will be filled in in the next step.
The key assumption is that the flow ui=yi−xi between
corresponding points xi and yi can be expressed as a linear
function of the image colours within a small window w (in
practice 3×3 pixels):
ui ≈ BI(xi) + b, for all i ∈ w, (7)
where B is a 2×3 matrix, I(xi) a 3×1 RGB vector and
b a 2×1 vector. Figure 4 visualises the good fit of local
linearity for three example windows. In practice, we use 3×3
windows which provide an even better fit than the shown
examples. This linear relationship applies to every window a
pixel is in, so we sum up all overlapping windows:
E =
∑
j
∑
i∈wj
‖ui − (BjI(xi) + bj)‖2 +  · ‖Bj‖2F , (8)
where wj is a window of pixels around j, =10−4, and the
regularisation term on Bj is included for numerical stability
(as for a constant image, B and b cannot be determined
uniquely), and for a smoother solution (since ‖B‖2F = 0
Our DAISY+PMBP approach Invalidated occlusions With Laplacian filling
Stereo flow
Point cloud
Figure 5. Starting from the DAISY+PMBP flow (left), we invalidate
occluded pixels (centre), and fill them plausibly using a novel edge-
preserving Laplacian filling technique (right).
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Input frames Without initialisation With our initialisation Initial data
Figure 6. Comparison of scene flow computation without (left)
and with (right) initialisation from DAISY+PMBP on the JUGGLER
dataset [2] with wide camera baseline. Without outside initialisa-
tion, the juggler is not reconstructed correctly as seen clearly in the
point cloud, stereo flow and depth map. With our DAISY+PMBP
initialisation, using the flows and occlusion mask shown on the far
right, the juggler is reconstructed correctly.
implies that u is constant over the window). Levin et al. [27]
provide a closed-form solution for this sort of cost function,
by eliminating their equivalent of our B and b terms, which
results in a quadratic cost in the unknowns U alone:
E′ = U>LU, (9)
where U is an N×2 matrix with u>i as its ith row, and L is
the so-called matting Laplacian [27, Eq. 12].
We augment this cost with constraints and differentiate
with respect to U, resulting in the sparse linear system
(L+ λ ·DC)U = λ ·UC, (10)
where DC is a diagonal matrix with one for non-occluded
pixels and zero for all other pixels, weighted by λ= 5, and
UC is a matrix containing the specified correspondences
for non-occluded pixels and zero for other pixels. In our
implementation, we compute the Cholesky factorisation of
(L+λ ·DC) once and solve Equation 10 separately for each
column of U. Figure 5 shows an example where areas like
the ground and the grating on the left are filled with plausible
flow values.
3.3. Scene flow computation
To compute the scene flow between adjacent time steps, we
build upon the variational scene flow method by Valgaerts et
al. [48], which we initialise using the flows computed in the
previous sections. We take inspiration from EpicFlow [38],
which achieved state-of-the-art optical flow results by com-
bining robust dense matching with a variational refinement.
This combination has two major advantages for scene flow
computation. First, when applied to wide-baseline videos
with large parallax between views, the used variational ap-
proach fails to converge to the correct solution without a
reasonable initialisation, which our flows provide (see Fig-
ure 6). Second, variational methods have the key advantage
over stochastic optimisation methods like PMBP that their
strong regularisation leads to smoother results. In our case,
the stereo flows computed with the methods in Sections 3.1
and 3.2 are accurate at the pixel level, but have sub-pixel
noise. When triangulating the 3D positions of these flows,
the sub-pixel noise manifests itself as noisy 3D positions.
We therefore use quarter-resolution downsampled ver-
sions of our stereo and optical flows as initialisation for
the variational scene flow computation, which computes
smoother and refined flows at full image resolution in a
multi-resolution fashion. In short, the method of Valgaerts
et al. [48] estimates the scene flow between two successive
time steps by minimising an energy functional of the form
E =
∫
Ω
( 4∑
i=1
EiD︸ ︷︷ ︸
data
+
2∑
i=1
αi ·EiE︸ ︷︷ ︸
epipolar
+
3∑
i=1
βi ·EiS︸ ︷︷ ︸
smoothness
)
dx. (11)
For completeness, we discuss the individual energy terms in
Supplementary Section 1. We finally obtain the scene flow
as the difference between the triangulated 3D positions of
temporally corresponding points at time t and t+1. We show
example results in Figure 7, with two of the four input video
frames, the refined optical and stereo flows, and a visualisa-
tion of the scene flow on a point-cloud reconstruction using
every hundredth scene flow vector.
4. Results and discussion
To our knowledge, we propose the first dense scene flow
technique for handheld, independently moving cameras with
wide baselines in both the geometric and photometric sense.
In Figure 7, we show scene flow results from handheld cam-
eras on our DEER and BOAR datasets, and Jiang et al.’s BEAR
and BOY datasets [24], where we show two frames covering
about a second of time. Notice the different colours and ex-
posure in the DEER and BOAR datasets, and how the cameras
move and shake over time. We are nonetheless able to faith-
fully capture dense stereo and scene flows. The BOY dataset,
in particular, shows considerable camera motion, which can
be seen in the changing colours of the optical flow visualisa-
tion. In Figure 8, we furthermore show results for moving
stereo rigs, where the cameras are not moving independently,
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— BEAR sequence [24] (36 frames, independent handheld cameras, similar photometrics) —
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— BOY sequence [24] (131 frames, independent handheld cameras, similar photometrics) —
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Point cloud with scene flow
— ODZEMOK sequence [34] (50 frames used, one static + one moving camera, similar photometrics) —
Figure 7. Results of our scene flow technique on the DEER, BOAR, BEAR and BOY datasets (all handheld), and the ODZEMOK dataset. The
smaller images show pairs of input frames (top), visualisations for stereo and optical flows (middle; scaled differently for visualisation), and
depth map and occlusion mask (bottom; all for left view). The large images show cropped point cloud reconstructions with a subset of the
scene flow vectors. Our approach can cope with the considerable differences in the camera and sensor characteristics in the DEER dataset,
and also the considerable camera motion and shake, which causes the changing colours of the optical flow visualisations.
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— TRAFFIC2 sequence [53] (396 frames, moving stereo rig, synthetic, perfect photometrics) —
Figure 8. Results of our scene flow technique for moving stereo rigs on the handheld SITTING [56] and synthetic TRAFFIC2 [53] datasets.
Frame 1408 (crop) Jiang et al. [24] Our approach
Left view Depth map Depth map
Figure 9. Comparison of depth maps for the BEAR sequence by
Jiang et al. [24] and our approach. Our variational refinement pro-
duces smoother depth variations on the bear and the background,
and only slightly blurrier depth boundaries.
but are fixed in a rig. Figure 9 compares our depth map to
one computed by Jiang et al.’s handheld stereo technique
[24], and shows that our result has smoother depth variations
thanks to our variational scene flow refinement. Please see
our supplemental video for video clips of our results.
Most dense two-view scene flow techniques use a narrow
camera baseline (tens of cm) and fail for wider baselines.
We show an example in Figure 6, in which we compare the
variational scene flow technique described in Section 3.3
without and with our flow initialisation. Without our flow
initialisation, stereo and optical flows are computed in a
coarse-to-fine manner over more than 50 pyramid levels.
The incremental flow refinement at each pyramid level fails
to reconstruct the juggler, whereas our flow initialisation
provides the necessary input to reconstruct him correctly.
Occlusion filling We more thoroughly evaluate our Lapla-
cian occlusion filling technique on MPI-Sintel [7]. We inval-
idate flow pixels marked in the provided occlusion maps, fill
them using our technique and compare to the ground-truth
flow fields with diffusion-based filling [54] as baseline. For
the first 10 frames of the 23 training datasets, Laplacian
filling has a mean endpoint error of 0.92 pixels (diffusion-
based: 1.34), and an average angular error of 5.7° (6.4°).
Laplacian filling has the smallest mean endpoint error for all
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Figure 10. Per-frame error statistics for the TRAFFIC2 dataset [53].
Each step in our pipeline reduces the mean absolute error (MAE)
of the estimated stereo flows (left). The right graph shows the total
error of our scene flow, in terms of RMSE and AAE.
230 frames. This means that the assumption of correlated
colour and flow edges is valid in most cases.
Ground-truth evaluation There are no existing ground-
truth datasets for evaluating scene flow estimated from hand-
held cameras, let alone the wide-baseline case our approach
addresses. We therefore quantitatively evaluate our scene
flow results using the synthetic dataset TRAFFIC2 [53] with
ground-truth flows. This dataset models a car-mounted stereo
camera as the car drives along a road. As such, the cameras
are fixed in a static rig and do not move independently, but
this is the closest available synthetic dataset to our applica-
tion scenario. In Figure 10, we plot per-frame error statistics
across the whole sequence. Using the same notation as Wedel
et al. [53], we evaluate the stereo flow using the mean abso-
lute error MAEd = 1|Ω|
∑
Ω |d− d˜|, where Ω is the domain
of all image pixels and d= ‖u2‖2 is the estimated1 and d˜
the ground-truth disparity. This metric excludes occluded
regions. The top of Figure 10 shows that each of our process-
ing steps reduces the error in the estimated stereo flow fields.
The scene flow is evaluated using the root mean squared
1Our approach does not assume rectified stereo images and the stereo
flow u2 is therefore not restricted to be horizontal, so we use its `2 norm.
Left view Right view Optical flow Depth map Point cloud
Original
Modified
Figure 11. Our approach is robust to photometric differences in
the input videos: with modified input colours (bottom), we obtain
results comparable to the clean videos (top).
error (RMSE) and the average angular error (AAE):
RMSE =
√
1
|Ω|
∑
Ω
∥∥∥(u, v, d, p)− (u˜, v˜, d˜, p˜)∥∥∥2, (12)
AAE =
1
|Ω|
∑
Ω
cos−1
(u, v, p, 1) · (u˜, v˜, p˜, 1)
‖u, v, p, 1‖ · ‖u˜, v˜, p˜, 1‖ . (13)
Artificial contamination To demonstrate the robustness
of our method to photometric differences, we contaminated
one video of the BEAR dataset, and still obtained comparable
reconstruction results to the clean input videos (Figure 11).
Runtimes Our correspondence finding takes about six min-
utes for computing optical flow or stereo flow between an
image pair with 960×540 resolution. The occlusion filling
takes 7 seconds, and the variational refinement 1.6 minutes
for each set of four frames (single-threaded run times on a
3.5 GHz Xeon CPU).
Extrinsic self-calibration We experimented with estimat-
ing epipolar geometry, and hence relative extrinsic calibra-
tion, in our DAISY+PMBP approach in Section 3.1, but we
found that a global extrinsic calibration of the input videos
using structure-from-motion produces more stable results,
as all cameras share the same global coordinate system.
Failure cases Like all scene flow techniques, our proposed
technique fails if the stereo or optical flows contain incor-
rectly matched correspondences. This can for example hap-
pen if scene motion is too fast, leading to inaccurate optical
flow estimation, which impacts the quality of the scene flow
estimation. We show such a case for two camera views from
the BREAKDANCERS dataset [62] in Figure 12. The main
source of mismatches in our optical and stereo flows are
large areas of constant colour, which are not sufficiently
regularised by PMBP, and incorrect correspondences in oc-
clusion regions that are not detected as such. The resulting
spurious scene flow can be seen in Figure 12, on the floor
and the background.
Limitations Camera baselines wider than about 30° prove
problematic, but could potentially be handled with affine-
invariant descriptors. We also observe that depth discontinu-
ities are somewhat blurred spatially, which results in ‘rubber
Cam 4, frame 27
Cam 4, frame 28
Optical flow
Stereo flow
Point cloud with scene flow (no occlusion map)
Figure 12. Example of a failure case: the motion between frames of
the BREAKDANCERS dataset [62] (using two out of eight cameras)
is too fast (see images on the left), leading to poor optical flow
estimation and hence poor scene flow.
sheet’ artefacts. This could be addressed using edge-aware
regularisation.
Discussion We understand our work as a step towards un-
constrained dynamic 3D scene reconstruction in general en-
vironments and from just a few handheld videos. In practice,
most mobile cameras are not calibrated and most videos are
not synchronised, so an important direction for the future are
algorithms that can jointly estimate calibration and synchro-
nisation parameters, in addition to the dynamic geometry.
Perhaps one could also exploit the increased temporal res-
olution obtained from rolling shutter or when cameras are
not frame-synchronised. Real videos are also affected by
motion blur, lens flares and changing lens parameters such
as zoom and aperture, which all have a negative impact on
correspondence finding, but could also be exploited to gain
additional information about the scene.
5. Conclusion
We presented a dense scene flow technique for two gen-
eral handheld videos, captured with wide camera baseline,
and different camera and sensor characteristics. Our tech-
nique supports wider baselines than previous dense scene
flow techniques by virtue of a novel wide-baseline corre-
spondence finding approach built on DAISY descriptors and
colour consistency adjustment with PMBP optimisation. We
improve stereo and optical flows computed in the process
of scene flow estimation using a new edge-aware Laplacian
occlusion filling method that exploits image information to
complete previously invalided occluded pixels. We finally
refine all flows in a variational scene flow formulation, to
obtain dense, smooth correspondences across space and time.
This combination of techniques enables dense scene flow and
stereo geometry computation from handheld videos, which
we demonstrated on a range of challenging datasets with
complex motions.
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